and propagate from one cell to the next in a wavelike manner (reviewed by Wong, 1999 widely. In addition, as described above, spontaneous rhythmic activity in the spinal cord is reestablished in a GABA and glutamate provides the excitatory synaptic input that depolarizes CA1 neurons during ENOs, GABA A period of several hours following blockade of the transmitter receptors that ordinarily provide the excitatory antagonists completely block all spontaneous transients recorded using calcium imaging. This suggests drive that mediates the activity. Though mechanisms specific to each circuit are probably responsible for the that spontaneous activation of a circuit containing interneurons is required for generation of ENOs. These details of the activity pattern, such as frequency of firing within a burst and burst duration, these cellular properoscillations disappear at the stage of development when GABA becomes inhibitory rather than excitatory, indities do not influence the slow rhythms that characterize the output pattern of the network. In this view, no exact, cating that GABA is the primary source of excitation driving ENOs, unlike in the retina and spinal cord where highly precise circuitry needs to exist to produce the activity pattern generated by the network as long as the GABA plays only a modulatory role. The spatial pattern of the activity can similarly encode important information. Synchronous activation of cells (e.g., hippocampus) contains no distinct spatial information regarding the relative positions of cells involved in each event, whereas propagating activity (e.g., retina and spinal cord) synchronizes the activity of subsets of cells, thereby encoding their relative positions. For instance, a single retinal wave will synchronize firing of cells along a wavefront with a particular orientation on the retina, generating an activity pattern that might be used to establish orientation selectivity in visual cortical neurons (reviewed by Miller, 1994). Activity patterns averaged over a large number of waves would lose orientation information but would maintain highly correlated firing among neighboring neurons, information that might be used in the establishment of topographic projections.
Remarkably, even at a single development age, spinal cord circuits can produce appropriate rhythmic activity E11). The activity is characterized by periodic events or "episodes," which in turn are comprised of multiple via more than one mechanism. Blockade of cholinergic transmission in the early stages of spinal cord developbursts of action potentials (see Figure 1B) . Calcium imaging experiments at ages ϾE10 reveal that individual ment (E5) suppresses rhythmic activity, but after some delay it is restored (Milner and Landmesser, 1999). The events initiate in the ventrolateral part of the cord, propagate dorsomedially, and involve tens to hundreds of restored activity is mediated by GABAergic transmission. Similar effects are seen in E11 spinal cord; after neurons.
Many properties of the spinal cord circuit that drives blocking glutamatergic transmission, spontaneous rhythmic activity is reestablished through GABA and glycine this rhythmic activity are similar to the retinal circuit that mediates waves. First, the rhythmic activity recorded in transmission (Chub and O'Donovan, 1998). These observations have given rise to the hypothesis (Chub and motor neurons is driven by excitatory synaptic input from local circuit interneurons. Second, the primary ex-O'Donovan, 1998) that the firing properties of the network may be regulated by homeostatic mechanismscitatory transmitter driving the activity switches from acetylcholine at E5 (Milner and Landmesser, 1999) to the network compensates for the reduction in excitatory activity by increasing the efficacy of functional transmitglutamate at E10 (Chub and O'Donovan, 1998). Third, at the earliest ages studied, gap junction antagonists ter systems. This hypothesis is explored further below. Hippocampal Network Oscillations reversibly block the rhythmic activity, implying that gap junctional coupling between interneurons and motor Spontaneous bursts of action potentials are produced by neurons in the CA1 region of the developing hipponeurons might play a role in regulating network excitability as seen in the developing chick retina. However, there campus, occurring between the ages of P1 and P4 (Garaschuk et al., 1998). These periodic events, or "early is no direct evidence for gap junctional coupling past E10. Fourth, developmental changes in synaptic cirnetwork oscillations" (ENOs), are defined by a synchronous increase in intracellular calcium in pyramidal cells cuitry alter some aspects of the spinal cord rhythm in a cell class-specific way. At E4-E5, rhythmic activity and interneurons throughout the region, in contrast to the propagating activity seen in the developing retina occurs every 2 min with the flexor and extensor fibers firing synchronously. By E10, the activity is characterand spinal cord. Similar to the rhythmic activity in the spinal cord, individual ENOs, which occur approximately ized by episodes that occur every 6-8 min with the flexor every 60 s, consist of multiple bursts of action potentials An episode of correlated firing then will occur, leaving the network depressed so the activity of the network is with an intraburst interval of 2-4 s (see Figure 1C) . Similar periodic depolarizing events have been observed in the dramatically reduced. The cycle then begins again as the network slowly recovers from this "network depres-CA3 region of the hippocampus during development (Leinekugel et al., 1997) .
sion." In this scenario, the periodicity of the activity is set by the time constant of the network's recovery from The circuitry that drives ENOs is completely contained within the CA1 region since spontaneous calcium indepression. A possible source of this network depression could be depletion of the readily releasable pool creases are observed even when the CA1 and CA3 regions are surgically isolated from each other and from of transmitter, though no experiments have tested this hypothesis directly. the rhythm-generating hilar interneurons that drive correlated epileptiform bursting in the adult. Whole-cell A second intriguing aspect of these developing circuits is that mechanistic details of the excitation may not voltage clamp recordings conducted simultaneously with fluorescence imaging experiments show that calbe critical for determining the spatiotemporal patterns of spontaneous activity. For instance, retinal waves exist cium transients are correlated with a barrage of synaptic inputs, indicating that ENOs are driven by synaptic at different ages and in different species, though the details of the circuits that generate the activity vary transmission, similar to retinal waves and spinal cord rhythms. Although a combination of the transmitters widely. In addition, as described above, spontaneous rhythmic activity in the spinal cord is reestablished in a GABA and glutamate provides the excitatory synaptic input that depolarizes CA1 neurons during ENOs, GABA A period of several hours following blockade of the transmitter receptors that ordinarily provide the excitatory antagonists completely block all spontaneous transients recorded using calcium imaging. This suggests drive that mediates the activity. Though mechanisms specific to each circuit are probably responsible for the that spontaneous activation of a circuit containing interneurons is required for generation of ENOs. These details of the activity pattern, such as frequency of firing within a burst and burst duration, these cellular properoscillations disappear at the stage of development when GABA becomes inhibitory rather than excitatory, indities do not influence the slow rhythms that characterize the output pattern of the network. In this view, no exact, cating that GABA is the primary source of excitation driving ENOs, unlike in the retina and spinal cord where highly precise circuitry needs to exist to produce the activity pattern generated by the network as long as the GABA plays only a modulatory role. , 1996) . However, the spontaneous activity patterns described here have a periodicity on a network of spontaneously active cells connected recurrently through purely excitatory synapses will have the order of minutes and spatial correlations among tens to hundreds of cells. The similarity in activity among a steady increase of activity until a threshold is reached.
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